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What you’ll need:

- Acrylic Paint

- Paintbrushes

- Scissors

- Pencil

- Hot glue gun 

Directions:

1. Cut your paper plate  in half. One half will be 
the body, and the other is for the head, legs, 
and tail. First, use the pencil to draw a simple 
llama neck and head along the cut edge of the 
paper plate.

2. Cut out the head and use the remaining 
paper plate scrap to cut out four legs and a 
tail. The legs are just rectangles with rounded 
ends, and the tail is a small raindrop shape.

3. Use the hot glue gun to assemble the llama, 
gluing the head, legs, and tail onto the body.

4. Time for the fun part- use acrylic paint and 
apply it onto the llama to make a face, ear 
details, a blanket for its back, and even a collar 
if you like. Let dry.

5. Repeat and make lots of llamas! Use washi 
tape to stick them onto the wall for fun party 
decorations or even glue a popsicle stick to 
the back and use it as a fun puppet. 

I want to  know!  
What is your favorite book and why? 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Summer Reading 



Coloring Contest
Send in the Dollar Dog SUMMER coloring sheet and you could be 
one of five lucky winners! The winners will be randomly selected 

to win a Dollar Dog stuffed toy, a baseball cap, or a t-shirt. Be sure 
to include first and last name, age, phone number, and prize choice 
on the page so Dollar Dog knows who the winners are. Send your 

entry to:
MSDFCU c/o Dollar Dog 
335 West Butler Avenue 

Chalfont, PA 18914 

Enter by August 31st for a chance to win!

Name: ____________________  Age: _______   Phone Number: __________________ Email:______________

Prize Choice (circle one):     stuffed toy     draw-string backpack     baseball cap     t-shirt, choose size:  YS (6-8)     YM (10-12)     YL (14-16)


